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mmunications

on, and they presented a

to a beloved

y resource.

, Ward had played host

ensed FM radio station

y High Radio.

ly known as “pirate”

adio operations such as

Radio are expressly

by the FCC, which

America’s airwaves. That

had been able to

oadcast from 90.5 FM

y years was largely

he isolation of the

town, roughly an hour-

f drive from the FCC’s

nt office in Denver.

Willy (not his real name)

ut the federal agents

ar town, he got a sick

he pit of his stomach.

moment he’d been

or a long time. But he’d

d up on FCC

d k h

t! Colorado's Big Game
Are on the Prowl

nizing Effort Leave Denver's
anders High and Dry?

lebrates Forty Years of
dent Radio

ORIES
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nt, and knew the agents

nt to catch someone

side the radio station’s

mall trailer located next

own hall with an

n top and a wooden sign

aimed “Office of Human

tion of such a visit,

other Way High Radio

evised a way to shut

r FM signal remotely

e Internet, without

he studio. After Willy

that no one was in the

old the station’s

to cut the signal. Sure

e moment the station

 the listening FCC

ed down the curving

eir black SUV to the

tain they were about to

meone who had just

plug. If they could catch

ed-handed, they could

gnature on the infamous

e of apparent liability,”

y’s equivalent of serving

with a legal document, a

b pirates.

ne was there.

hed the feds from inside

st office, just a couple

eet away. While he was
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e was also amused to

ent, who was wearing a

bright-orange vest,

ustration that the

or was locked and the

pty.

ng around for a while,

gents gave up and posted

on the trailer’s door,

Ward.

omeone posted a dire

ion on the station’s

page:

noon Way High Family.

der attack from the FCC

eam only at this time. This

ernment in action, taking

lines of communication,

e behind a directive of

us…We feel the FCC’s

a direct threat to our

community.

st the community of

o Ward’s town hall used to house the
igh Radio.

Chris Walker
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y soon learned that the

it was part of a broader

down on pirate stations

Front Range. On January

me agents shut down a

on, KNED, in the nearby

ederland. Within the

ays, two more pirate

Boulder, Green Light

Boulder Free Radio,

d warnings. Since late

hree of the four stations

ped broadcasting FM

fear of being fined or

ir DJs thrown in jail,

of the stations are still

content online.

FCC actions are just the

ong-running skirmish

adio pirates and the FCC

o. Over the past two

he agency has tried, and

ully force pirate stations

ssion. Instead, a

nd swashbuckling

d has evolved and

world replete with

J personalities,

lture goals, mysterious

ngels and even personal

among individual

d FCC agents.

no question that FCC

nt is heating up — by the

wn admission It goes far
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wn admission. It goes far

lorado, too. In a rare

with the publication

io on December 22, the

rcement chief,

Harold, said her agency

erested in pursuing

has become a higher

r the Enforcement

an it had been in the

t.” (The FCC declined to

h Westword for any part

cle, citing “ongoing

ons.”)

en radio pirates from

ent stations, who all

that they be identified

eir DJ names, say they’re

ueezed by The Man as

re, and that the FCC’s

ver the past two months

dented. Is pirate radio

k in Colorado?

e really feeling its

Willy says of Way High

enty years of

ng is a long time. It’s like

old friend.”
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ront Range radio

the origin of the local

they’ll point to one man:

mmonly referred to as

ther of pirate radio” in

the Boulder resident

he station KBFR —

ee Radio — in 2001.

onk intended to play by

ules. “I’m a normal guy,

a normal job,” he told

that year. “I’m in my

es, divorced, with a

kids. I don’t have

s. I’m not a typical hippie

pelled Monk to enter the

a was the

ation of the nation’s

When the

unications Act of 1996

d, it gave companies

ear Channel permission

ht radio stations in a

ket and an unlimited

stations overall, giving

giants carte blanche to

ng sprees of smaller

-pop signals and replace

content with nationally

o equipment and money used to run the
ted by locals.

Chris Walker
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d shows and

zed, corporate playlists.

o, this meant that

wn stations like Boulder-

CO eventually fell into

of Clear Channel (now

dia); the company spent

n in the late ’90s and

amassing as many as

ons.

ew years, even the FCC

armed at the number of

nt signals being gobbled

000, the agency

d that it would allow

ns for low-powered FM

0 watts or less in

n cases when specific

uencies weren’t already

d. This would help

cal, independent voices

orate ones.

excited to learn about

ing LPFM licenses: Here

nce to strike back at

nnel! He decided to

application to the FCC,

o confident he’d be

at he went ahead and

all the equipment he’d

was surprised by how

ve it was. “The system I

2,200, and it was a

or maybe more like a

ld d 00
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told Westword in 2001.

it out of the box,

into an antenna and a

and that was it. You

n the air in fifteen

Monk bought his gear,

ch powerful

ons as the National

n of Broadcasters and

ublic Radio successfully

ngress to require LPFM

be at least three dial

away from existing

n the FM spectrum

n two clicks away, as the

riginally suggested, to

al interference. While

e sounded minor, it made

mpossible to legally

LPFM signal in any

y — including the

oulder market — because

almost no FM signals

with three open

s on both sides. Nearly

t of the applications that

ad already received for

als became obsolete.

system I had cost
200, and it was a
ac — or maybe more
like a Lexus."
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y this new requirement,

ded not to ditch his

t. Instead he went rogue

hed an LPFM station

e FCC’s blessing. In

01, he and a roommate

an antenna on top of the

ouse where they were

oms, telling their

hat they were operating

io signal rather than

 to an illegal FM

The mischievous

s began airing Boulder

 (alternatively called

ree Radio”) under the

KBFR, with the bulk of

e dedicated to their

music favorites, including

rix and Frank Zappa.

fiance of the FCC was

ut precedent in other

e country. In 1989, a

d Mbanna Kantako had

ack Liberation Radio in a

roject in Springfield,

ntako’s station inspired

nterprising pirate, self-

anarchist Stephen

ho hiked into the hills

keley, California, with a

r and a skull-and-

s flag, according to
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nifer’s signal carried

ntire East Bay, inspiring

nd providing a proof of

r setting up illicit radio

.

ee Radio’s maiden

ough the airwaves over

enerated a lot of

t. “It was amazing how

on,” Monk said in 2001.

out that a huge subset

had the same taste we

re being played in all

businesses — garages in

ere playing it all the time

ng this amazing

Everybody loved it.”

verybody. To this day,

pects that KBCO ratted

tion to the FCC in 2001.

e guys,” Monk writes in

Clear Channel had

them not too long

d gave them a mandate

irates.” (KBCO

tives repeatedly denied

on KBFR in multiple

les in the early 2000s.)

who tipped off the FCC,

2001, two FCC agents

the house where Monk

The homeowner

their knock but refused

he agents because they
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e a warrant. So the

ote out a complaint right

ch stated that failure to

the FM broadcast

om the property “could

e owner of this illegal

to the severe penalties

ncluding, but not

a maximum fine of

and/or one year

ment.”

house, Monk and his

strained to hear the

on the porch. They had

m hearing their landlord

CC agents left; furious,

pair to take the antenna

f, and he subsequently

nk out of the house.

wasn’t ready to give up
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wasn t ready to give up

new he just had to get

tive. Teaming up with

J named Sparky, he

method for moving the

r location as needed

maintaining a

t studio elsewhere in

at would communicate

ansmitter via an

ream. (The transmitter

ust a weatherproof box

op and an FM

r inside that was wired

nna placed on a roof.)

nd KBFR listeners who

d to host the transmitter

t at their homes. While

evitably discovered each

cations — on average, it

o twelve months — as

e transmitter was

ly cut off after a bust

d to another volunteer’s

re were no legal

ons for anyone involved

ach warning was written

ecific address.

an was simple and

KBFR would

ly go off-air for a few

wing a bust, but the

of the 95.3 FM signal

e pirate station’s ranks

on-air personalities to
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p

n prided itself on being a

c platform for the

y. Unlike at corporate

s DJs could say anything

y type of music they

ullshit Free Radio”

freewheeling presence,

C was not pleased. One

enforcement agent, Jon

made it his mission to

n Monk and his crew of

response, the KBFR DJs

ague, saying things like

n Sprague from the FCC,

listening to Boulder

.”

hoenix, took the feud too

 rebuked by fellow

er he called Sprague a

cker” and gave out the

sonal phone number

r.

hen upped the ante.

e end of 2004, he started

own individual pirates

as called Phantom
but everyone knew

s really KBFR — that
st to throw the FCC

off.”
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p

ssfully identified a

cluding a DJ whose on-

was “Beerguy.” Sprague

anded Beerguy the

notice of apparent

ut went to Beerguy’s

and informed his boss

mployee was

ing as a radio pirate and

breaking the law.

Sprague yearned to

k. He came close in

eving that an associate of

s the legendary

himself. The wrongfully

an was forced to hire a

order to counter

accusation. Watching

old from the sidelines,

onk realized that things

d beyond his control. If

as going to harass and

nnocent people, then it

rth staying in the game.

another bust of a

r site that year, he

quit pirate radio and

s equipment to other

o would carry the torch.

n at 95.3 FM was

y rebranded Phantom

was called Phantom

everyone knew it was

R — that was just to
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FCC off,” remembers Ig,

 and punk rocker who

a long-haul trucker.

ears without Monk

the ship were rough.

metimes fight,” Ig says,

used some trouble

ring another rebranding

one of the FCC’s busts.

back on air, and I was

e abrasive — I was a big

ck jocks like Howard

d so I said, ‘Let’s call the

U-N-T,’” Ig remembers.

her DJs made a bunch of

ded audio drops with the

n ID. “It was so funny

ound Boulder, and on

nal, you’d hear, ‘You’re

o Radio K-U-N-T...The

 recalls with a laugh. “I’d

around in tears.”

ple did not find the name

e band refused to come

ation,” Ig admits. “They

never talk to you again;

elieve in that kind of

tic messaging.’ And so

e personally banned

ng another station that

ng in Boulder at the

n was KGLR, Green

o which was founded in
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o, which was founded in

was one of the FCC’s

gets. Like Boulder Free

LR has a colorful history.

to one of its DJs, Rocky

e of KGLR’s first fans

ners inside the Boulder

l. They started using the

es to make song

o KGLR, shouting out

ed songs during the pre-

voice announcement so

wouldn’t be charged for

call. “I wanna hear Lil

ne would yell, then

hang up.

a sample of an interview

s had with the artist Les

hat aired on Green Light

, KGLR has had to learn

ble during its decade-

f attrition with the FCC.

on and off for all these

ut they usually come

lains Ig. “The weird

ut following the

m about pirate radio is

read, ‘They got busted,’

means they got shut

we’re constantly busted,

an mean it stopped for

A bust does not imply

01
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A bust does not imply

nd because of its

and location in a

area, Ig suggests that

ch re-emerged in 2008

hantom Radio

n (Monk says he was not

n the relaunch but

he effort), might have

ugh more busts than any

e station in the nation.

lder’s mischievous

ons became used to

ant game of cat-and-

h the FCC, the game was

us at similar operations

untains. Not only was it

r stations like Way High

ide transmitter

t in their tiny towns, but

ons were becoming

the community, which

he illicit FM signals for

ates and emergency

n. When it comes to

cement in Colorado, the

altitude, the higher the
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rch, the mountain town

and is filled with

of spectators and

revelers celebrating one

kiest events in the

rozen Dead Guy Days

 event runs March 9

arch 11). The festival

Nederland’s strangest

cryogenically frozen

Norwegian grandfather

y members stored inside

their property. The

ebration features coffin

ume contests, live music

a radio broadcast — a

adcast.

d speak to the deer!” Ig

oclaim throughout the

e leads bands to a stage

Pioneer Inn, a famed

ole with a deer head

above the area where the

Next to the deer’s antlers,

nser microphones

music on KNED, a pirate

on that Ig has been

with since the K-U-N-T

ed feathers down in

r as some Nederland

all it, “the flatlands.”

has hosted a few pirate

s live at Nederland’s annual Frozen

Miles Chrisinger
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ver the years, including

on called Radio Free

was run by a couple of

ts with a massive

of Grateful Dead

That operation was shut

he FCC in 2002. For the

e, KNED has flown the

in town.

u can listen to some

ps" that Ig's punk band,

nk Punk, recorded for

rate broadcasts]

k, Ig had looked into

uld take to play by the

s, but he saw that

ns rarely opened up for

als and are extremely

ve. Denver Open Media,

adcasts a signal at 104.7

Mile High City, was one

organizations to

ly obtain an LPFM

ng the Front Range, he

ens of outfits competed

ot. “In a market like

ere are very few

ties to get a license,

l of the available

that could be used

40

17
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that could be used

enerally taken. 

M window of

ty that happened [in

a really rare

e,” says Tony Shawcross,

cutive director. “We

felt lucky to be selected.”

d station at any

ven an independent

 as Boulder’s KGNU,

administrative

nts as submitting all of

playlists to performance

mpanies like ASCAP and

h pay artists. Ig, who is

stling in a punk-rock

ed Drink Drank Punk,

yes at such bureaucracy.

that a station like Way

o in Ward, eleven miles

,200 feet higher than

, would exist at all if it

scribe to the FCC’s

nts, let alone serve its

y for twenty years.

longest-running pirate

 in the country — if not

t — Way High Radio got

1997 after a Ward

tended a conference in

st that had a forum on

y radio. When she

idea of starting a

he mountain town,
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,

dents responded

ically and cobbled

ndividual pieces of audio

t — one person had a

ard, another a tape deck,

transmitter — into a

setup.

ommunity effort from

ing,” says Willy, the DJ

ssed the FCC’s visit to

Radio’s office. “And with

ansmitter, which was

watt, you could barely get

beyond town.”

first shows broadcast

e-watt signal was a

gram by Nigel, aka “The

or,” so named because

ultry Puerto Rican

d liked to play baby-

usic, including some of

cuts by Santana. “Oh,

u through the night,”

ly.

he station was free-form,

uld come in and play

alk, and “you never knew

pect,” Willy says. “One

knew was that you didn’t

ange the station. It was a

or sharing and bringing

ogether. A lot of times

the DJ, and the DJ is

out you or the neighbor
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out you or the neighbor

sue you’re interested in.”

early years, a

s guardian angel gave

a boost. On Christmas

1, a rough-looking old

ambling into Ward’s

et Market and asked if he

k out the town’s radio

ay High Radio had just

ed into a log cabin, and

y took the old man there

d him the setup, the

face lit up.

are amazing; you’re my

ct ever!” the old man

He then went to his car

ed with a ten-watt

r, which Willy

s was “built like a tank.”

s Christmas Eve, Willy

to be, but the man said,

ust leave me here; I’m

tch this out.”

d. Willy returned to the

next morning and found

and outfitted with the

of times you knew
and the DJ is talking
you or the neighbor
ome issue you’re
nterested in.”
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and outfitted with the

ansmitter. Like a ghost

as, the enigmatic

visitor had left no other

y later learned that he

ndary recluse and radio

nown by the moniker

ke.”

tainly had some

 people come through,”

— and that includes the

Js. 

wall of shame in the Way

o studio, to dissuade DJs

ating some of the less-

ments in the station’s

ch as the time a DJ

over $1,000 in phone

ling phone-sex lines and

conversations on the FM

ost part, though, the

on has been an integral

community, and

rom the mayor on down

ut it. Candidates for

ce offer interviews

ctions. Kids from the

entary school visit on

and learn how to use

pment; they receive

e” certificates at the end

on and get to pick their

mes. (One of Willy’s

was “DJ Fart.”) There’s
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nnual fundraiser for the

t most of the town

th live bands and an

aturing donated items

artists, restaurants and

.

ns of survival here,” says

nother Way High Radio

like the small town in

he show Northern

with a radio station.

ple [in Ward] don’t have

phones. And we have

ople that are over the

Some of them don’t

les, even. But it’s very

en to the station. We

out radios if someone

”

fifteen years, few people

Ward knew about the

at changed in 2012,

ocky Flats of Boulder’s

a few other pirates went

r one of Way High

nual fundraisers and

d the station’s DJs with

ng idea: forming a radio

h Radio Promo
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ng idea: forming a radio

ith Colorado’s multiple

ons.

t of such a network,

s and others explained,

te stations can share

nd air each other’s best

Having a live DJ or

r at the mixing board

the most compelling

most pirate stations

live personalities on the

stead resorting to

aylists for at least some

ogramming. With a

he participating stations

ose which stream to put

ir own FM signal,

ving priority to any

on that had a live DJ in

Radio’s DJs were

by the idea and agreed to

ries of meetings in

ith other radio pirates

The Colorado

ty Radio Network

as born out of those

with Green Light Radio,

Radio and KNED as

members. Later, Boulder

 jumped on board. Since

as pretty lax on

nt at the time, the

ibility seemed worth the
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y

ved invaluable during a

atural disasters, with

Radio leading the way

ng emergency

n and other stations like

ying the broadcasts.

2013 floods in northern

DJs at Way High Radio

hared bulletins put out

and the Boulder County

ffice, but provided local

ure news, notices about

nformation about where

dents could find

y supplies and

g, and even

ments of which residents

ng town to make supply

at others could put in

or things they needed.

the Cold Springs Fire

July 2016, Way High

d updates almost round

and even had firefighters

from the line come into

to give firsthand

of battling the blaze. Way

o broadcast information

ch houses were saved —

s the fire circled around

and Ward, and DJs

names of those who

verything, because they
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ommunity would rally

tims of the fire.

nferno was suppressed,

anding ovations from the

cil in Ward,” Willy

s. A Nederland liquor

er told Apache that

re coming in and saying

ual broadcasts from Way

o and KNED were the

s that they could get up-

ormation, she recalls.

n’t going to be our last

ther,” Willy points out.

ack of snow this season,

y know we’re about to

zy fire season.”

Way High Radio has to

another, unnatural

ll four pirate stations in

have been singed by

C actions. The DJs think

ced enforcement stems

cident that occurred in

in early December.

ner Michael O’Rielly is no fan of pirate
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ber 6, the Longmont

n online news outlet,

cle about a pirate

led KROC that had just

adcasting in the area.

s ago, we noticed that

appears to have

ts very own

nd radio station,” the

“You can listen to it on

The mix of music is

uncensored and runs

e Nelson to hardcore

he actual stream is from

round radio group out of

alled Green Light Radio,

s called KGLR. KGLR is

arger group of

nd stations that call

s the Colorado

ty Radio Network with

stations in Nederland

Ward (Way High Radio)

er (KGLR and KBFR).”

ay, FCC Commissioner

Rielly, who is based in

n, D.C., sent the Observer

response, accusing the

upporting pirate radio.

etter was posted by the

Observer on January 3.

io should never be

ed or its negative

ado.
Federal Communications Commission
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zed or its negative

nimized,” he wrote. “In

f a pirate station, the

ion should have been to

ederal Communications

on’s (FCC) Field Office in

initiate an investigation

tially enforcement

gs, not suggest people

e they can. Pirate radio

real harm to

s. For listeners, illegal

ations, such as

zed ‘KGLR,’ typically do

y with any industry rules

tions, especially those

o protect consumers

blic at large. Chief

se is the failure to

he Emergency Alert

AS) which provides vital

n during critical

such as wildfires or

public safety. And these

often don’t pay any fees

d by law or keep any

k, exposing listeners to

raudsters and rip-off

stunned by O’Rielly’s

only did it seem to

dom of the press, but it

d flag for pirate stations.

wasn’t just the FCC, this

f the top commissioners
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,” he says.

ver, too, was incredulous,

ut this disclaimer under

esponse: “The

Observer generally

mment on letters to the

wever, we do find it odd,

at we can tell,

nted, that an FCC

oner would write a tiny

y locally focused news

ongmont, Colorado and

t story we should write,

o write it.”

ecifically mentioned

is letter; Rocky Flats

was just another sign of

n from the same FCC

tly voted, under

Ajit Pai, to rescind Net

protections. “What the

oner sent to the

Observer is just scary,”

because with the Trump

ation, we’re seeing

agencies going on a

l, and there’s no real

t lli th h t t

 constantly busted,
at can mean it stops

hours. A bust does
t imply finality.”
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telling them what to

CC’s letter, the January

own on CCRN stations

omplete surprise. Since

cended on the stations

ederland and Boulder,

der Free Radio has kept

ng its FM signal, now

stewardship of a guy

ispy,” who’s described

irates as a belligerent

uck the FCC,” Crispy

 only comment for this

apparently received

en warnings from the

late January. Last week,

y adopted an even more

tactic: sending violation

ough the mail and

make recipients sign for

eate culpability.

to Willy, even the mayor

ceived a packet that

an FCC violation notice

he signed for. “The fact

High Radio has been

by the town is unique to

Willy says. “I think they

more of a threat than

e operations.”

in Ward that had

e radio studio recently

d i h hidd i
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Y,

P
MAIL
RS.

ed; pirates have hidden it

FCC cannot confiscate

pment.

While DJs at

Way High

Radio, KNED

and Green

Light Radio

maintain their

online streams,

they’re

g how to turn their FM

ck on. KNED’s Ig says

with the idea of putting

h of decoy antennas

derland to throw off

s. He admits he feels

for what happened to

Radio; he thinks that its

on in CCRN put it on the

r.

 suffered from our

gether and them getting

don’t think otherwise

ould have ever noticed

dmits. “We’re all pulling

think there’s a little bit

e that they got dragged

igh Radio DJs don’t

er pirate stations for

cament. “I don’t have

s with CCRN,” says

ebel. “I think we need to
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UPCOMING EVENTS

rther, to be honest.”

e’s another natural

ke the floods of 2013 or

prings Fire, no FCC

stop these DJs from

heir FM signal and again

eir community. “I can

his,” says Willy. “If we

mergency, we will turn

back on air and protect

unity, no matter what

inks they can do.”  

Chris Walker covers
news and music as a
staff writer at
Westword. Prior to
living in Denver, he
spent two years
bicycling across
Eurasia, during which
he wrote feature storie
for VICE, NPR, Forbes,
and The Atlantic. Read
more of Chris's feature
work and view his
portfolio here.
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, and publicists for the

tions in the Denver

e boasting about the

people tuning in. But

mentioning how

sly the number of

viewers they're

has tumbled in recent

oint: The current

hare for the 10 p.m.

riday broadcast on

y be Denver's largest in

ot yet again, but it's

-quarter the size it was

wenty years ago.

ut the number of

 watching a particular

ive over the airwaves or

s opposed to online, can

But here are the basics.

to Nielsen, the most

company tracking

viewership, Denver is

eenth largest market in

d Photos: Penis makes
Fox31's coverage of Seattle
r crash

nnel 2's Natalie Tysdal Vomit
V

ver TV News Is Playing Down
nce Drew Soicher's Departure

ORIES
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y, with 1,589,560 so-

homes counted during

018 season.

metrics used by Nielsen

e audiences are ratings

. Each rating point

to approximately 15,896

r 1 percent of the total,

share represents the

e of televisions being

at time.

originally reported by

ngcable.com, 9News's

wscast had the largest

lice of any Top 40

the U.S., recording a

32 share. Its share in

Nielsen data provided

calculates an 8.03 share

percent of the 1999

nd a rating of 1.98, or just

0 viewers in the 25-54

most prized by

s.

are even smaller for the

e stations offering up 10

casts on weekdays in

BS4 came in second

y sweeps, with a 1.10

what the station itself

as 18,000 viewers in the

o. Denver 7 comes in

a 1.07 rating, with Fox31

with a 0.85 rating.
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n a time, the 10 p.m.

newscast was the most

wed in Denver, but that's

the case. Indeed, 9News

h better in three other

e periods. The real cash

aratively speaking, is its

nday through Friday

which collects a

24.74 share. Granted, its

19 — higher than at 10

ranslating to only a few

more viewers. But the

ore than twice that

by second-place Fox31,

sters a 10.20 (and a

.90) — and the shares

y CBS4, Denver7 and

W2 hover in the 6 range.

s and shares for 9News's

6 p.m. newscasts are

n those at 10 p.m., too,

e or even triple those of

itors. But again, the

9News viewers is less

0 or so 25- to 54-year-

e from the 2014 Fox31 broadcast during
a penis was accidentally aired.

File photo
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y

h segment and way

 they were even ten

the Internet has

he way many of us watch

in general, as well as TV

anuary 2017, Fox31's

ocked 3.46 million

itors, followed by 9News

on), Denver7 (2.27

nd CBS4 (2 million).

many of these folks are

TV news packages

by the respective

nd reading

ying text that's often
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